58 – Health Care Identity Management

Action Item Template Response

General Action Item Information

Lead Division/Office: IUSM Information Services and technology Management (ISTM)
Action Item Number: 58
Action Item Short Name: Health Care Identity Management
Dependencies with other EP Action Items: 41, 42
Implementation leader (name & email): Alan Walsh, alwalsh@indiana.edu; Vince Sheehan, vsheehan@iupui.edu

I. DESCRIBE YOUR PLANS FOR IMPLEMENTING THIS ACTION.

The IUSM will follow the university's lead as described in Action Items 41 and 42. We will work with that implementation team to design the system to accommodate our hospital partners and will coordinate the effort to deploy a federated identity management system with Clarian, Regenstrief, and Wishard. The VA hospital may not participate depending on the instructions they receive from Washington.

II. WHAT ARE THE POLICY AND PRACTICE IMPLICATIONS OF YOUR PLANS?

New policies will need to be developed to facilitate federated activities. Most notable among these are issues surrounding privacy and attribute release, combined with new processes for provisioning and de-provisioning accounts. As part of this project we should establish a governance structure among the healthcare partner organizations to address these policy decisions.

III. IDENTIFY STAKEHOLDERS.

- Research Technologies
- Enterprise Software
- Networks
- Support
- IIA
- The Indiana Clinic
- Clarian
- Regenstrief Institute
- Veteran's Administration Hospital
- Wishard Hospital
• School of Medicine
• Other schools and departments (e.g. Nursing, Dentistry, Optometry, Student Health Services)